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A. INTRODUCTION

i. An Outline

The implementation of a bilingual policy at the
Faculty of Law, University of Malaya is part of the
Country's wider National Language Policy which was adopted
immediately after independence. The concept of a National
Language in general and the elevation of a language as the
country's national language in particular, cannot be said
to have been successfully and effectively implemented if a
country's legal system and the administration of justice
Continue to be in a language which is f orei g'n to the
masses. The process of change from English to the National
Language is not a process peculiar only to the law and the
legal profession as the National Language Policy traverses

all sectors and professions. However the peculiarities of

law and the legal profession, and the unique symbiotic
l'elationship between law' and language particularly in a
legal system which is based on the common law, make the
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ute'problems faced by the Faculty of Law particularly aC

The situation is further aggravated by the stubborn
f cedinsistence of some polit~cians that whatever problems a

are 'indicative and typical of the established
lIlecCa.sentimentalism of members of a legal profession whose

ceocontinues to be England even decades after independen
, sedProblems voiced about the difficulties in and doubts ra1
uageabout the wisdom of, teaching law in the National Lang
tbewere seen as nothing more than a reflection

arrogance of a profession which is today

dominated mainly by those who are foreign trained.

In this ·paper an attempt is made to share
tbeexperiences, the challanges and the problems faced bY

• le.WFaculty of Law at the University of Malaya in teaching
tbe.tlwithin a common law legal system in a language other

English. It is the' writer's contention
tpe

that while

communicated or transmitted can be changed to a

j,9
SysteIll
language

language .in which the law in a common law legal

ead1other than English~ until and unless that nation is r
l.a~'and willing to make a complete break with the common
St-the change would have been effected at a very high CO
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ii. The Malaysian Legal System a brief historical

background

It is said that the 'Malaysian legal system has not

been plucked out of the sky. It is the product of our

experiences over the centuries.l These experiences

included over 150 years of British influence - both direct

and indirect. The landing of Sir Francis Light in Penang

in 1786 followed in 1807 by the granting of the First
Charter of Justice to Penang saw the beginnings not only
of the influence and application of English law in the
country but equally significantly, the beginning of the
process of adoption of the English language as the language
not only of the law and of the courts but as the language

of the entire legal system.2

While the other Malay States were not British colonies
as such and hence English law was not formally brought in

until much later, priciples of English law were

conveniently applied by British administrators and by

Tun· Mohamed Suffian.
System of Malaysia' .

An Introduction to the Legal
Penerbit Fajar Bakti, 1988, p.1.

2 The privy Council decision in 1872 in-Ong Cheng Neo v
Yeap Cheah Neo (1872)· 1 Ky 326 removed all doubts
about, and formally endorsed, the application of the
English Law in Penang.
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the application of English law in ·the 1937 Civil

4

locals who were English educated whenever an uldissue CO

. . ousnot be resolved by the use of local customary or rell.gl

3 pr-ovi,ded forThe Federated Malay States formallylaws.

Enactment. The Enac'tment was extended in 1951

remaining Malay States4 and was replaced in

to the other
the1956 bY
ofCivil Law Ordinance which provided for the application

Eng Lish Law throughout the Federation. of Malaya.

1~~In the Borneo States of Sabah and Sarawak, English
L~~Swas formally brought in by the Sarawak Application of

d· na.nceOrdinance 1949 and the Sabah Application of Laws Or l

1951, respectively.

illThe Civil Law Ordinance 1956 which was revised
•

19725 and is now. the Civil Law Act, 1956,

application of English Law throughout the

tpecontinueS
till.countrY

absencetoday. Section 3 of the Act provides that in the
atof any written law in force in Malaysia, the courts in we

, tpe
Malaysia shall apply the common law of England and

3 Which comprised of the states of Perak,
Negeri Sembilan and Pahang.

dOr'Sela.neo

4 Kedah, PerLds , Kelantan, Terengga'nu and Johore
5 1'1'11The 1956 Ordinance wa~ modified and extended to a.1911to the State~ of Sabah and Sarawak by PU(A) 424/

and revised l.n 1972 as laws of Malaysia Act 67.
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rules of equity as administered in England on 7.4.1956.
The courts in Sabah and Sarawak shall, in a similar
situation apply the common law of England, rules of equity•
and statutes of general application as administered or in
force in England on 1.12.51 and 12.12.49 respectively.

In relation to commercial matters, section 5 of the
Act provides that in the absence of local statutes, in all
the states of West Malaysia except Penang and Malacca,the
law to be applied shall be the law as administered in
England on 7.4.1956 while for the states of Penang,
Malacca, Sabah and Sarawak the law to be applied shall be
the law as administered in England in the like case at the

corresponding period.

The continued domination by the English of the
politics and administration of the country prior to
independence coupled with the formal adoption of English
law served·as the catalyst for the adoption of English as
the language of the legal system. In the words of a former

Lord President6:-

6 Mohamed Salleh bin Abas, Selected Articles and
Speeches on Constitution, Law and Judiciary Malayan
Law Publishers 1984, p.47.,
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[T]the years after the Second WorldWar
saw the progressive erosion of the
official use of the Malay language
which had to give way for the ~ake of
convenience and expediency to the
supremacy of the English language, a
condition necessitated by the
accelerated adoption of the British
common law system and the system of
administration.

The search for a national identity coupled

ItSiii. Bahasa Malaysia7 as Malaysia's National Langua~
Constitutional Legal Framework

1iIllCSnationalist desires to sever certain more ostensible
rgiIlgwith past colonial masters inevitably forced most eme

of tbeir
own.
independent nations to adopt· a national language

1'1iOmulti-religious demograP

of a natiOIl~lstructure of Mal~ysia makes the adoption
19A national language

The multi-ethnic

language an absolute imperative.
'S'oIlseen as the singularly most important tool in the nat}.
,~lhi soc}.efforts to ac 1eve unity as a language pervades the

and political fabric of any society. of ~The adoption

7 (ArtThe Constitution uses the term Malay Language, 1'1iCP1~2(1). But generally, Bahasa Malaysia (~tbe
l1terally means Malaysian Language) is no~ l~j
official and more popularly used term as MaTbeLanguage implies that it belongs to the MalaYs. ~oj
term ,BahasaMalaysia dissociates the language fro~part1cular ethnic group.
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National language is also seen as an important step in
establishing a hew nation's identity.

The ability of an emerging nation to conduct its
affairs in a language of its own, distanced and dissociated
from the language of past colonial masters is often seen as
one of the more tangible ~ndicators of the nation's entry
into adulthood: More patriotic nationalists may even
regard such ability as iridicative of the fact that the
country has achieved not merely de jure independence but
also de facto independence.

It was perhaps in the light of some, if not all, of
the above considerations that the framers of the Malaysian
Constitution included therein Article 152(1) which

provides:

The National language shall be the Malay language
.and shall be in such 'script as Parliament may
provide: ,
Provided that -
a) no person shall be prevented from using

(otherwise than for official purposes) ,
or from teaching or learning, any other
language; and

b) nothing in this clause shall'prejudice
the right of the Federal government or
any state government to preserve and
sustain the use and study of the
language of any other community in the
Federation.
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a) of all Bills to be introduced
ammendments thereto to be moved
either House of Parliament, and

or
in

8

) ( 4 )Apart from Clause (1) of Article 152, clauses (3 ,

and (5) are ofof particular importance for the purpose

this paper.

Clause (3) r~ads:-

Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1~ fO~
a period of ten years after Merdeka Day, an
thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides,
the authoritative texts-

b) of all Acts of Parliament
subsidiary legislati.on issued by
Federal government,

and
the

shall be,in th~ English language.

Clause (4) reads:~
•Notwithstan~ing the provisions of clause (1) for

a period of ten ,years after Merdeka Day, and
thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides,
all proceedings in the Supreme Court or a High
Court shall be in the English language.
Provided that if the Court and -counseL on both
sides agree, evid~nce taken in the language
spoken by the witness need not be translated into
or recorded in English.

8 Independence Day - 31.8.19S7
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Clause (5) reads:-
Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)
until Parliament otherwise provides, all
proceedings in Surbodinate Courts, other than the
taking of evidence shall be in the English
language.

iv. The National Language Acts 1963/67

Article 152 of the Constitution remained the only
provision regarding the National Language until 1963 when
the first National Language Act9 was passed. Although this
Act was pa.sse'd because it was felt that the 'necessary
legislation must be drafted as early as possible to
implement the provisions of Article 152,10 the Act of 1963
did not significantly affect the use of English in the
judicial and legal fields. The Act preserved the status
guo of the English language as a language of the law and of
the courts, 11 and hence did not encourage the use of the
National Language in a constructive or meaningful way.

9 No. 10 of 1963
10 A motion tabled by Dato' Onn bin Jaafar in the Dewan

Rakyat (House of Representatives) on 14.12.59.
Federation of Malaya Dewan Rakyat Votes and
Proceedings First Session, Vol. 1, p. 113.

11 S.6 of the Act provided that nothing in the Act should
affect the provisions of the proviso to clause 1, and
clauses 2, 3 and 4 of Article 152 of the Constitution.



Section 6 provides that the texts of all

10

More detailed provisions were however
National Language Act of .1967.12

introduced bY

tpeEven so,the
. h languageimportance and pervasive influence of the Eng11s

in the judicial and legal spheres continued to

recognised and was in fact re-emphasised by
. desprovisions in this Act. Section 4, for instance, proV1

ofthat the Yang Dipertuan Agong13 may permit the use
English' language for such official purposes as
deemed fit.

tStamendments thereto, all Acts of Parliament, EnactllleP
tpe

Ordinances and Subsidiary legislation shall be in
National language an,d in the English language.

tettSNational language texts are to be authoritative
pg.unless otherwise prescribed by the Yang Dipertuan Ago

, Section 8 was perhaps the most controversial.
provided tHat all proceedings

of
(other than the giving

t
CoLII'evidence by a witness) in the Federal Court, the High

or any surbodinat~ court shall be in the National
or in the English language or partly in the

12 flO
63 8 lNo.7 of 1967. The National Language Acts of 19tiOp8

1967 were consolidated in 1971 as the Na
Language Acts 1963/67, Laws of Malaysia, Act 32·
The Supreme Head of the Federation.

13
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language and partly in the English language. A proviso

thereto allowed the court, either of its own motion or on
the application of any party to any proceedings and after
considering the interest of justice in those proceedings,
order that the proceedings shall be either wholly in the

National Language or in the English language.

The then Prime Minist~r14 in justifying Section 8 of :

the 1967 Act gave three reasons why that section continued

to allow the use of English in the courts .15 The first,

perhaps the most over-used excuse even till now, is the
fact that the lawyers and judges were not yet proficient in

the language. The second was the fact that most of the

statutes were in English and had yet to be translated to
Bahasa Malaysia. The third, was the interest not only of

clients but of justice. In this respect the Honourable

Prime Minister quoted Pascal:

"Justice and truth are two points of such
exquisi te delicacy that our coarse and blunted
instruments will not touch them accurately."

Tun Abdul Razak bin Hussein, the Second Prime Minister
of Malaysia.

15 Malaysia, Dewan Rakyat Parliamentary Debates 3rd
Session Nos.20-49, 1967 Cols.5999.
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bY IIl80Jl1The provisions of S.8, howev~r were regarded
, tbebeing the main if not the o~ly stumbling block ~n
, pB.lof the succesful implementation of the Nat~O
, cB.lpolitl.Policy in the courts.

12
bleExplicit in the third reason given by the HonoU~a

f tbePrime Minister was the recognition of the i~adequacy 0

National language as it had hitherto developed, to repl80ce

the English language as a language of the courts.

way
Language From a

, forperspective section 8 was seen as extremely insult~ng
of

The government, Iike the framerS
to tbethe Constitution, were seen to have again succumbed
leg8-lpressure from members of· the judiciary and the

the national pride.

profession who, at t~at time, all bei~g western
were deemed to ~ 'western oriented sceptics'. It

full implementation of the National Language

another evidence of the government 'backing off'

Members of the legal profession, (all of whom were
rroJII

trained until 1975 when the first batch of studentS
foupdthe Faculty of Law, University of Malaya, graduated) d

8011S.8 to be a convenient and useful security blanket
si8-'therefore most saw no urgency in mastering Bahasa MalaY

16
. 'p

P J.
Macha~o ,an~ ,Said, 'The Malaysian Legal profes~;~~
Trans1t.Lon an Lawyers in tpf"'third World: ~111~~
and Developmental Perspective (Dias, Luckham'La~ J.
and Paul - Eds.) International Centres for
Development, New York, p 268.
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It is however submitted that.the inclusion of clauses

(2), (3), (4), (5) and in Article 152 of the constitution
and of S.8 in the National Language Act 1967, in fact
reflected a realisation by the framers of the constitution
and the government that while the language of the court or
the language in which the law is communicated may be
changed with a stroke of the pen, the real language of the
law i~ inextricably linked to the structural foundations

and origins of· the legal system. One suspects that it

reflects an underlying awareness that in a legal system
which is almost totally based on the common law the English
language.is more than a mere tool; it in fact provides the
flesh and colour to the bare bones of the law.

In any event, politicians, as always had the final
say. S.8 of the National Language Act of 1963/67 was
amended in 199017 S.2 of the Amendment Act amends S.8 of

the 63/67 Acts. The new S.8 now reads:

All proceedings (other than the giving of
evidence by a witness) in the Supreme Court, the
High Court or any surbodinate court shall be in
the national language.

Provided that the court may either of its own
motion or on the application of any party to any
proceedings and after considering the interest of
justice in those proceedings order that the

17 Act 765/90 w.e.f. 30.3.90
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proceedings (other than the giving of evidence by
a witness) shall be partly in the national
language and partly in the English language.

BILINGUALPOLICY

i. The Objectives of the Faculty

<;ig.S

The Faculty of Law, University of Malaya which
ill

established on 21. 4.1972, is the oldest Law' Facul t1
tiCe. 18' r8.CMalays1a. Prior to 1972, Malaysians wishing to P

1957,
Inlaw had to qualify as a Barrister in England.

tpe
when the University of Malaya in Singapore (nO~

LV'S
National Un i,ve r s I ty of Singapore) started offering the )

')lie

degree, Malaysians (or more aptly, Malayans at that tl

could also study law in Singapore.

18 tpe
1 h ' . ~ ill 'figA tough the School of Administration and L8. d ct~ !l

MARAInstitute of Technology was already con ~ofldOe
teaching courses to prepare students for the tpet'e
External LL.B even before that date. At present degte~
are three uni versi ties offering the LL.B ti0090f
namely, the University of Malaya the InternB:t1 °eI 1 . U' , s). tPs ama c nlversity and the National Univer S e
M 1 . ffer tPa av s i a . The MARAInstitute of Technology 0 $

Adv~nced Diploma in Law which is recognised 8-
equlvalent of the LL.B.
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After the setting up of the University of Malaya in

Kuala Lumpur, in 1962, there was increasing pressure for
the setting up of a local law faculty - particularly after
Singapore left Malaysia in 1965. Given the importance of
law and legal education and the far reaching influence of
the legally trained in charting the political and social
destiny of a new nation, the nationalist desire to produce
'home-grown' lawyers is indeed extremely understandable.

The founding Dean of the Faculty of Law identified 5
reasons for the setting up of the Law Faculty, viz:-
1. the need to increase the number of Malays and

Bumiputr~9 of Sabah and Sarawak in the legal

profession.
2. the need to encourage the use of Bahasa Malaysia in

the teaching and practice of law.
3. the need. to give greater emphasis to the laws in

Malaysia.
4. the need to have more legal material and publications

in Malaysia, and
5. the need to encourage postgraduate studies and

research.

19 This Bahasa Malaysia term which literally means "sons
of the soil" is now used to refel: to the Malays and
other natives and to distinguish them from migrant
races such as the Chinese and Indians.
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Report of the Board of Studies on Law,
Malaya, Nov 1971.

70
16

20Law, the task of .the Faculty was to train
d tileprofession an

tiVefor administra.
tileFurther

. oIlStud~eS
lega.111

According to the report of the Board of

qualified persons not only for the legal

Judicial and Legal Service but also
positions in government and in b. 21USlness.

Facul ty was required to atldtrain legally qualified men
'file

women who would also be proficient in Bahasa Malaysia.
. L~

Report in fact regarded the institution of a Faculty of
of'onin Malaysia as a necessary step for the implementat1

leg~t
the use of Bahasa Malaysia in the courts and the

22departments.

atld
The Faculty of Law, University of Malaya adopted

tpeinmodified the curriculum. that was already established
tile

Facul ty of La,w at Singapore which was based on ted
·VBraddell-Allen Report.n The modification was neceSs1

~tl
'vetlby the fact that the newly established Faculty was gl tl

siS.
extremely important role to play within the Mala.1

socio-political set-up.

21

22
Ibid. para 11(6)

Ibid. para 11(3)
23 . ,

Ahmad Ibrahim, 'The Teaching of Law in Malaysla
presented at 10th Asian Law Conference 1987.
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The above objectives mandate that the Faculty not only

Malaysianise and de-eli tise legal education to make it
available to more Malaysians,2. it has also in the process
to provide such education in the National Language. The
Faculty had to ensure that as a National Language Bahasa
Malaysia is given a prominent if not pivotal role in the
teaching. and training of lawy~rs. Only then it was

reasoned, could Bahasa Malaysia be expected to slowly
replace the English Language as the ·language of the courts

in particular, and of the legal system in general. This is
because as far as nationalist politicians were concerned
the foreign training of lawyers and consequently their
elitism and lack of proficiency in the language is the one
and only stumbling block in the way of ·the w:ider use of
Bahasa'Malaysia in the courts and other legal fields.

An extremely heavy responsibility was shouldered upon

by the founding members of the Faculty. The expectations

were 'also .hi gh not only from politicians who were

anxious to be seen to be implementing the National Language

24 Prior to the establishment of the Faculty legal
education which was not available locally, was
confined only to the fortunate few - fortunate to be
English educated and fortunate enough to be born to
wealthy parents or to be able to obtain the extremely
limited number of scholarships from the government and
other bodies.



'P, , n J.Machado and Said, 'The Malaysia Legal profes::~d~
Transition, in Lawyers in the Third W~8-5'
Comparative and Developmental Perspective (Dlfo!Luckham, Lynch and Paul Eds.) International Centre
Law in Development. NY, pp.268-269.

tpe
Mohamed Sa I Le n Abas t "Problems facing t';

Administration of Criminal Justice in Malaysi8-ePce
Paper presented at the Third Malaysian Law confer
1975, 13-15 Oct. 1975.

(r:..
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but involved inPolicy effectively

administration of justice.

from those

•
, a.fl. Two social scientists who researched on the Malaysl

Legal Profession in Transition observed:25

The dominant Malay political elite is bent on
converting the language of the court to, Malay.
For practical reasons they have backed off on
this several times, and they may continue to do
so for a while, but we believe that this will
inevitably occur. The' entry of the locally
trained lawyers into the profession will probably
hasten the change. A great many of the current
members of.the profession are not proficient in
Malay. [University of Malaya] Law Faculty
students are however receiving a bilingual
education and many, but not all will be able to
work in Malay.

26
In a paper written in 1975 a senior judge observed~

•
"[I] think there is a need to work towardS
progressive use of the National Language in our
system of administration of justice. I recognise
that at the moment i~ is not possible to use the
National Language as a great deal in the
administration of justice and the corpus of our
law is bounded up in the English language volumes
of legal reports and the majority of our legal

25 .

26
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community is not proficient in the National
Language. A certain landmark will be achieved
when the University of Malaya will produce their
law graduates proficient in both English and
National Language in later years."

ii. The Adoption of a Bilingual Policy

Inspite of the clear responsibilitie~ placed upon the
Faculty to play its role in the implementation of the
country's National Language Policy, the Faculty of Law
began its first three years of existence using English as
the medium of instruction. The Faculty only seriously

undertook the gargantuan task of 'training legally
qualified men who are also proficient in Bahasa Malaysia'
when it entered its fourth year or existence, .i .e. in the
1975/76 academic year. In that year all lectures for First

Year were given in Bahasa 'Malaysia. Exceptions were made

Only when a particular subject was taught by an expatriate
in which case supplementary seminars in Bahasa Malaysia

Would be given by local lecturers. All tutorials were

conducted in English. The first batch of students under

this Bilingual Policy graduated in 1979.

Policy continues till today.

This Bilingual

Arising out of the spec~al tasks which the Faculty had
to discharge and the adoption of a Bilingual Policy, a



the two languages he is required to take depends

20

itSspecial feature of the Faculty of Law's curricula from
inception till today is the importance placed on

I siS-'teaching of languages, namely English and Bahasa Ma aY
ageThe course for the LL.B degree is made up of (a) langu

courses and (b) academic courses. A candidate shall onlY
·Sbe deemed to have passed the examination in each of hl.

. oIlfirst three years if he had passed not only the examinatl.
, S

in the academic courses but also satisfied the yearS
language requirement. 27

urseA student is required to do one language CO

throughout the first three years of his studies. Which of

results of two languag~ proficiency tests which he has to
. redtake upon his en~ry into the Law Faculty. He is requ).
. rst

"):.0 take the language that he is weaker in. In the fl.
Ln botPtwo years, a student who has done remarkably well ~

language tests can be exempted from the language

In the third year however, no exemptions are allowed.

27 Pe.rtUniversity of Mal B Xvvaya, archelor of Laws Act s~J\-'1.
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C. USING BAHASA ~LAYSIA TO EXPRESS THE COMMON LAW ITS

LIMITATIONS

i. Lack of Bahasa Malaysia Legal Terminology

It has to be emphasised that in conducting lectures .in

Bahasa Malaysia, the lecturers at the Faculty of Law are

attempting to use the language to express ideas, concepts

and legal principles which are not our own but which were

developed, nurtured and in fact flourished in the English

language. Hence the question is not merely the adequacy of

Bahasa Malaysia as a vehicle for imparting local legal

knowledge but rather its adequacy to be used for expressing

legal ideas, and concepts which are foreign. Difficulties

that are faced therefore cannot be seen as merely

reflecting the weakness of the language per see Bahasa

Malaysia has been used to express Malay legal concepts long
b f h B . t i h 28e ore the arrival of t e r1 1S .

To see the problem as a mere linguistic problem is

both naive and simplistic. The law teacher is faced with

28 Well known Malay codes which were in existence
included the Undang-Undang Laut Melaka (Maritime Code
of Malacca), Undang-Undang Sembilan Puluh Sembilan
Perak (Ninety Nine Laws of Perak) and Undang-Undang
Johor (Laws of Johore)
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to express the English man's values, ideas and

22
B has a.p~oblems like the lack of legal terminology because a

Malaysia is used for something it was not meant to do

The law teacher is expected to use Bahasa Malaysi~
ofwhich he is fairly familiar) to express the 'laW's

someone else's grandfather.'
~tlIt is not unlike asking

oriental to use oriental ingredients and utensilS
~$

prepare roast beef. If the product is hardly passable
.til

roast beef it is not because there is anything wrong w-l
rethe ingredients and utensils per se, only that theY a

meant for cooking oriental cuisines.

. seeelIn the early days the problem of finding pr
leg~lBahasa Malaysia equiv~lents to 'highly sophisticated

ore
terms imported .from western legal system' was made JII

. ftef
difficult by the fact that in the years immediatelY a

tpe
the implementation of the Bilingual Policy, all

. fled
lectur~rs in the Faculty of Law were either foreign tral

of·opor were the products of the Faculty before the adoptl
ss.

h I· Ballat e po lCy. Being themselves unfamiliar with legal d
£,\tl

Malaysia, the lecturers had by of 'triala process
potle

error' to make up their own Bahasa Malaysia terms W'hen

could be found.
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This problem is less acute now for a number of

reasons. While·a Bahasa Malaysia legal dictionary has yet

to hit the market, the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (the

government National Language and Literary Agency) has

produced a number of registers on English-Malay legal

terminology. The Supreme Court has also come out with its

completely.

These do not however solve the problem

Sometimes the Bahasa Malaysia terminology

own version.

The Faculty of Law at the University of Malaya like

all other professional faculties in the country faces a

high rate of academic staff turn over. The avarage age of

the Faculty seems to get younger by the year. One (perhaps

the only) positive effect of this is that it has helped in

the Faculty's implementation of the Bilingual Policy. The

new and younger breed of academic staff, most of whom are

~st-Merdeka children, are themselves the product of the

National Education Policy. Most if not all, had done their

LLBs at the university and had been at the receiv~ag end of

the Faculty's Bilingual Policy. While Bahasa Malaysi'a may



is generally regarded as the best in the country.

8

24
dnot be the mother tongue of some of them, this young bree

hi g tbeof academics have almost perfected the art of teac 1n
ffcommon law in Bahasa Malaysia. Some of these young sta
, ng

me~bers have also contri~uted significantly by translat1

certain English l~w books into Bahasa Malaysia.

h notAt the same time, the more senior staff who thoug
d;mproveoriginally trained in English, have, over time ~

their command and use of Bahasa Malaysia considerablY·

ii. Lack of Legal Literature

, cfl,tlThe inadequacy of.legal terms in Bahasa MalaYSla
utebe the cause or the result of, the lack of legal literat

, is
in Bahasa Malaysia the chicken and egg story. ThlS

J;fl,~
clearly illustrated by looking at the holdings of the

~bictlLibrary at the Faculty of Law, University of Malaya

b80SiJ.all the lectures by I09als have been conducted in Ba
'iJ.

Malaysia since 1974, today 18 years later, Bahasa Mala1S~
books make up only about 1% of the Law Library's total
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acquisition of 70,000 books,.29 The reasons for this
pathetic state of affairs are easily identifiable.

Legal education being in a stage of comparative
infancy in Malaysia, the tradition of, legal research and
writing whether in English or in Bahasa Malaysia has yet to
establish a firm foothold. Unlike writing for the public,
academic legal writing requires adequate research and

sufficient scholarship. Those experienced enough to have

these skill, interest and dedication are mostly those
trained in English and would find it easier to write in the
English language.~

Even the products of the Bilingual Policy of the
Faculty of Law who should be better equipped to write in
Bahasa Malaysia often choose to write in English first,

29 The 1% includes books from Indonesia. Information
obtained from the Librarian at the Faculty of Law,
University of Malaya.

30 The founding, Dean of, the Law Faculty, Prof. Ahmad
Ibrahim who is now Dean of the Kulliyah of Laws at the
International Islamic University is by far the most
prolific legal scholar in Malaysia. To date he has
published about 20 law books of which only one, Sistem
Undang-Undang di Malaysia which he co-authored with
Ahilemah Jonet, is in Bahasa Malaysia. See Shaikha
Zakaria, 'The Legal Literature of Malaysia' in Hooker
(Ed) Malaysian-Legal Essays, Malayan Law Journal, Pte.
Ltd., 1980 pp 370-372, Nik Abdul Rashid, 'Pengenalan:
Ahmad Ibrahim' in Makalah Undang-Undang Menghormati
Ahmad Ibrahim (Legal Essays in Honour of Ahmad
Ibrahim) Fac. of Law, UM 1988 p.xxvi.
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if at all, perhaps 'later to translate their writings
It is not only because the priJllar1into Bahasa Malaysia.

A good English manuscript

.ons.and economic consideratl
blerepUtacan attract a

because of 'selfish' academic

international publisher and possibly a review in

international journal. b" IlPA book published in English J

international publisher attracts both foreign and

demands.
of

Readership will not be limited to the shoreS
tl'leMonetary considerations aside, this enhanceSMalaysia.

author's academic standing and reputation.

etltFurthermore, until recently, except for the governJll

·ti
owned Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka and the local Universl

1Ill>'
Presses, few commercial publishers find publication of

tpeJII

their fair share of red tape and hence publishing with ~
·"ealthough in some sense more' commercially attractl
10tJ$

requires patience and persistence. The use of over-zea
iP

di .ste ltors who are not trained in the law but who persl

Iike all government

books in Bahasa Malaysia commercially viable.
Bahasa dan Pustaka, agencies!

31
·cdelll).

In their e~for~ to.encourage the writing of ac8pe~e.~
b~oks for lnstltutlons of higher learning, the itet
g~ves an outright grant of $500/= to potential ~r Ilpd

-Wlth almost 'no strings attached' upon submisS10~d to
t 'p8laccep ance of a proposal. Royalties at 15% are

authors upon publication of the books.
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correcting what they perceive as mere linguistic flaws, at
the expense of legal precision and accuracy, adds to the

• frustration of the writers .

Due to the above factors, till today there are only a
handful of legal textbooks in Bahasa Malaysia for use at
institutions of higher learning. From year one to year
four an undergraduate at the Faculty of Law has to take
fourteen compulsory subjects (excluding language) .32

There are textbooks or related books in Bahasa Malaysia in
only three of the.e subjects.~ Even so these books were

32 Year I - Introduction to Malaysian Legal System
Law of Torts
Law and Society
Family Law

Year II - Criminal Law
Constitutional Law
Land Law
Law of Contract

Year 111- Law of Association
Law of Evidence
Equity and Trust

Year IV - Jurisprudence
Civil Procedure
Administration of Criminal Justice

33 Mimi Kamariah Majid: Pentadbiran Keadilan Jenayah di
Malaysia, (Administration of Criminal Justice),
Universi ty of Malaya Press 1990, Ahmad Ibrahim and
Ahilemah Jonet, Sistem Undang-Undang di Malaysia
(Malaysian Legal System), Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka and
Suffian, Lee and Trindade (Eds.) Perlembagaan
Malaysia: Perkembangannya 1957 - 1977 (Malaysian



not originally written in Bahasa Malaysia, they
28

h . by tl1etranslated and revised from the Englis versaon

authors themse 1ve s34 an extremely tedious
outpainstaking exercise which one believes was only done
leda of writer's sheer commitment to their students couP
ofperhaps with a sense of frustration with the state

lege.1Malaysian legal literature in general and Malaysian

The number of articles in Bahasa Malaysia lege.1

literature in Bahasa Malaysia, in particular.

.journals is even more limited. Until a few tbereyears ago
e,ccel'twas simply no outlet for Bahasa Malaysia articles

~Ildthe Faculty of Law's own Journal of Malaysian .for
it!

Comparative Law which.has been publishing token articleS

Bahasa Malaysia.from its first publication in 1974.

null 'The first all Bahasa Malaysia legal journal, Ka
we.t!

which was first published in December 1989 by the De
of

Bahasa dan Pustaka, is intended to provide reportS
of. dg t d l' . t .onsJU emen s e lvered in Bahasa Malaysia or transla 1

Constitution: The Development 1957
Bakti, 1983 1977),

34 JIIe.J1 ,
Wi th th Ahi1e ~e execption ')f Ahmad Ibrahim and h we.
Jc;>net,Sistem Undang-Undang di Malaysia whic d we.~
flrst published in Bahasa Malaysia in 1985 an
followed by its English version in 1987.
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more important judgements which are delivered in English.35

The journal also carries legal articles written in Bahasa
Malaysia. While the publication of this journal is•
undeniably a positive step in the right direction, it is
still in its infancy and it will take time for it to be as
widely accepted and as well regarded as the English
language Malayan Law Journal. At present the small
readership of Kanun coupled with the fact that it has yet
to establih itself as a journal of good academic repute
seem to have made some academics hesitant about publishing
their articles in that journal. Perhaps when more
judgements are delivered in Bahasa Malaysia in the near
future and with greater experience coupled with the ability
to be published more regularly, 36 Kanun will. be able to
obtain wider readership and will therefore be able to
tt b Li t' 37a ract more articles for pu 1ca 1on.

3S Laporan Ka.iiselidik Penggunaan Bahasa Melavu dalam
Bidang Kehakiman dan Undang-Undang (Report of Survey
on the use of Malay language in the Judicial and Legal
Fields). Jilid I Penemuan dan Analisis Kajian.
Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, p.378-379.

36 Kanun is now published every quarterly. The Malayan
Law Journal on the other hand is published
fortnightly.

37 There are other journals that publish Bahasa Malaysia
judgments and articles such as Jurnal Hukum which is
published by the Islamic Affairs Section of the Prime
Minister's Department, but it concentrates on cases in
the Syariah Court and articles pertaining to Syariah
Law.



While most if not all local lecturers now
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iii. Lecturing in Bahasa Malaysia The Lecturers' Pro~

d 1sotheir lectures in Bahasa Malaysia fluently, most woul a
. loverreadily admit that given a choice they would rather de 1

lecturers whose mother tongue is Bahasa Malaysia.

o tbThis is the case even \¥1

A coJlllllotl
their lectures in English.

o iscomplaint about delivering lectures in Bahasa Malaysla .

tes.that a lecturer is usually confined by his lecture no
ootDiscussions are either avoided or sometimes carried

partly in English. This crams the lecturers' apdstyle
o pg

most feel that t.hey cannot give their best by deliverl-

lectures in Bahasa Malaysia .

•
°tl

In a research paper written by a final year student l-

1980, it was observed: 38

"In compliance with the policy of the Faculty the
lecturer struggles valiantly to translate hiS
lectures and then endeavours to del iver it in
Bahasa Mal~ysia. Some of the lecturers are leSs
~luent i~ the National Language. This results in
lneffectlve lectures which might otherwise have
been brilliantly delivered had they been in
English."

38
Koid, SL ' Legal Education in Malaysia
Analysis' Unpublished Project Paper, Fac.
1980 pp 37-38.
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A good lecturer is not one who can make good

stenographers out of his students. He is one who is not

merely able to impart knowledge but is also able to capture

the students' interest and imagination and to incite the

students to think about the topic he is lecturing. Until

and unless a lecturer is fully conversant in the la~ as

well as in the Lariguag e in which he is delivering the

lecture, the above is indeed a tall order.

Additionally, arising out of the inadequacy of Bahasa

Malaysia legal terminology and the lack of Bahasa Malaysia

legal literature lecturers spend precious hours

translating material into Bahasa Malaysia for the purpose

of the lecture time which certainly could be better

spent in substantive research and writing. This leaves the

Young lecturer in particular, with very little time for his

research and writing and is usually one of the factors

which prevents him from even trying to move into new areas

of teaching and reaserch.

D. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PRODUCTS.

It was observed in 1975 that~ .

39 Legal Education in a Changing World Report of.
Commission on Legal Education in Developing Countries,
International Legal Centre, New York 1975 p.89.
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Little is known about the effects of studying law
in an indigenous language on the learning
process. It may well be that students learn mo:e
quickly and more efficlently by studying in thelr
own first language and are able to grasp some
matters much more easily by this means. On the
other hand, it may also be, particularly in
relation to conceptual problems, that it is
harder for them to grasp and understand the
implications of what they are learning without
recourse to a foreign language.

If the Facul ty of Law atexperience of the
p~rt

University of Malaya is anything to go by, the second
nt

h b b app~reof tea ove 0 servation seems to be the more

, ter~tere1.
~e.s

l'e"!such a po 1.

effect of teaching law in an indigenous language.

In assessing ofthe products of the Faculty
Bilingual Policy, it may well be necessary to

that the main reason for the adoption of
• tpe'deto produce legally qualified persons who would proV1.

tpe
the use of Bahasa Malaysia ill

, rst
the p.Given this background,

necessary impetus for
practice of the law.

question that has to be asked is

Bilingual Policy' been successful in this respect? of
'oll

Since the doptl. d
dllCenoW pro

Sollie
o r 1,000.

t$'courions
or$'

ell t
nd D p ty P b 1 . c Pro j,t!

. thef

answer to that is a definite yes.
the Bilingual Policy in 1975, the F culty h

thirteen batches of graduates tot llin

of these graduates are now J d of h
Senior Federal Counsel
Those who are not hn ov nm n v C
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legal practice or in the corporate sector. Except perhaps
in the corporate sector where English is still the dominant
language, these graduates have displayed an impressive
ability to use Bahasa Malaysia either orally in the courts
or in writing, whether it be in drafting a document or a
new bill. Graduates of the Faculty we.re amongst the
earliest' members of the Surbodinate Courts to write

jUdgments in Bahasa Malarsia. A large proportion of the

legal officers in the Drafting Division of the Attorney

General's Chambers, are also graduates of the Faculty.
This Division' is responsible for drafting new bills in
Bah . . t' 40asa Malaysia and translat1ng eX1S 1ng ones. The fact

that the ability to speak and write legal Bahasa Malaysia
is not confined to those of Malay origin is further

testimony of the Faculty's success.

Now that the accolodes have died down and the ability

of OUr graduates to use Bahasa Malaysia is a fact that is
taken for granted, the question that has to be asked is -
Is there 'price' for this success? If there is, is the
,
Price' on that the Faculty or the graduates in particular

and s . ff d?oC1ety in g neral can a or. The term price here is

_____ ,----------------40 Malaysia dalam Bidan~
i n d n c baran' in Makalah
'm (Essays in Honour of Ahmad

~~~~ll6~~~~~~~~w~,~University of Malaya 1988.

w



for which the Faculty is rightly proud of? It o tbe
loS
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not used in the monetary sense but rather, have

sacrificed something else for this very tangible

a Pricewriter's contention that there is a price and it is

which the Faculty, its graduates and society at

should not continue to pay any longer.

Bah9StlThe National Education Policy which made
41 tblJtMalaysia the medium of instruction in schools. means

IJf
the 'raw material' which the Faculty gets for the 4-ye

oos
process of transforming them into legally qualified pers

h9Ve .
are all well versed in Bahasa Malaysia but would onlY

. tpe
While those 1.n

o is
urban schools may be- more fortunate in that Engl1.sh

faJlli~1

studied English as a second language.

(particularly because in urban schools,

lnformally either with friends or
9re

the studentS
elJs

t.h 0 the rural ate n1C groups) those from

commonly used

from various

~~l
This policy was first implemented in 1970 when it!
subjects (except English) taught in Standard on~i£l.·
all government schools were taught in Bahasa MalaYy or
Prior to that, government schools were ei ther Mal~etlt$
English medium schools. The first batch of st~ tl1e
un~er ~h~ N~tional Education Policy e?tere PtiO~
un1vers1t1es an the 1983/84 academic sess1.0n. ogpe
to this~ the Law Faculty in particular had a h~9~1
pr opo r-t.a on of English medium students than 66%
medium students - for example in the 1975 intake, 14
were from English medium while in the 1976 inta~~eg£l.~
were f~..Jmt~e English medium. See Koid SL, lySiS~
Educat10n an Malaysia. A Critical Ana

t4
19B

Unpublished Project Paper, Faculty of Law, V
p.36.

41
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would hardly have spoken a word of English outside their

English classes. The Faculty's insistence that all those
entering the law schools have at least credits in both
Bahasa Malaysia and English in the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia
{School Certificate of Malaysia - which is equivalent to
the 0 Levels} have not prevented those weak in English from

getting through the net.

The result is that there are generally two categories

of students entering the Faculty those who are truly

bilingual and those who are generally monolirigual but who
have studied English as a language and had managed to

obtain a credit for it.

It is the writer's view that due to a variety of
constraints the implementation of the Bilingual policy at
the Faculty of Law has not only failed to bridge the gap
between these two groups but has unfortunately widened and

reaffirmed' it.

What is the effect of giving lectures in Bahasa
Malaysia? While students who have a sufficient command of
English to enable them to read primary and secondary
sources in English t:eat the lectures for what they are
ie. a discussion by the lecturer of the more important
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o

areas in the subject which must be complemented by further

additional readings, those who find it difficult to rea.d

st i,11 illand understand the materials which are almost all
urceEnglish, will regard the lecture notes as the main so
, 8.15of ipformation on the subject and read only other mater1.

ofwhich are absolutely necessary. This is partly because
eedtime constraints while some of their friends n

is bound on reading materials in English to have

, ' on,perhaps under an hour to understand an important dec1.S1

they may, because of their poor grasp of the En!~lisb

language, take two or perhaps three hours.

notstruggle with additional terms which his lecturer maY
have explained in Bahasa Malaysia.

beOut of desperatiOn
ofl

may even resort to usi~g simple books in Bahasa Malaysia
hiCbthe subject whick are either meant for the laymen or ~

tit
are translations (by those trying to make a quick buck 0

, rroJIIof the students' desperation) of English 'nutshellS
se

England which give the misleading impression,that beCao
ifl

they are in Bahasa Malaysia, they deal with the la~
hereMalaysia. If the book happens to be on a subject ~
afldthere is a clear divergence between the law in Malaysia

that in England, this can be particularly hazardous.

lectures are delivered in Bahasa Malaysia,

Hence already at a disadvantage even
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then attend the tutorials and face perhaps the very same
lecturer who, having delivered lectures on the subject in
Bahasa Malaysia now conducts the tutorial totally in
English. While the truly bilingual students who, in most
instances would also be more widely read, would have no
difficulties discussing the tutorial problems, the students
who are not fully conversant in English, and generally less
widely read, would attempt to orally translate their
lecture notes whenever questions are directed at them. In
addition to worrying about the ideas that have to be put
across the students have to worry about how to put across,
such ideas in English. This inevitably, inhibits the
students concerned and stifles the entire groups' academic

discussion. There is nothing more frust~ating than
conducting a tutorial whereby one can sense that a student
is inhibited in his discussion not because he does not know
the law but because he does not know how to put it across.

The above state of affairs has also partially but not
insignificantly, contributed to increasing polarisation
among students those who communicate effectively in
English and those who do not; While these groups are not
necessarily divided along ethnic lines, the fact that most
of those who are from the rural background and therefore

sPe k less EngIish, are mainly Malays, means that the



majority in the second group are in fact Malays.
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those with the ability to speak English get further and
,

better exposure by being able to participate in studentS
activities which are conducted in English either at the
National or International levels~ those in the other groUP
either involve themselves only in activities in areas where

vePproficiency in English is not required at all or may e
. s atchoose not to participate in extra curricular activit~e

This division between students conversant in

all.

not!confident with, the English language and those who are
ofis also to a certain extent reflected in their choice

optional subjects. As mentioned earlier, lectures
. sb'subjects taught by expatriates are conducted in Engl1

e.
While a summary lecture in Bahasa Malaysia is given bY

is pOlocal staff if the subject is a compulsary one, there
such requirement for optional sUbjects. ~boHence students
consider themselves weak in English would
away from subjects offered by expatriates or

sb1naturallY
hicl'lsubjects w

. . n fofSuch as the Annual Inter-Varsi ty Moots Compet~ tl..oiP C
the Ahmad Ibrahim Challenge Shield and the Phll
Jessup International Law Mooting Competition.

42
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though offered by locals, do not have basic reading
materials in Bahasa Malaysia or require extensive reading
of English materials. 43

The schism continues even after the students graduate.
Nationalistic sentiments do not always coincide with
commercial realities. As far as the law graduates are
concerned the two seem to be at cross purposes. While the
government continues to insi~t that Bahasa Malaysia must be
fully used in the legal and judicial fields, in the job
market, both in the public and private sectors, it is a
graduate's ability to speak English that gives him the edge

oVer others. Those who may be fully conversant in Bahasa
Malaysia but who lack confidence in English are generally

less marketable.

E. THE ACHIEVEMENTS AND THE LESSONS

The Faculty of Law, University of Malaya can today,
tWenty years after it was first set up stand tall and claim
that it has achieved one of its main objectives and
COntributed significantly to the wider usage of Bahasa

Eg. Public International Law and International Human
Rights and Humanitarian Law.



above achievements have also made the law and

40
1 d;n the J'udicia1Malaysia in the courts particular y an ....

legal sector generally. While Malaysian legal literature
1 i s stillin general and in Bahasa Malaysia in particu ar, ....

•
in the early stages of development, the Faculty can also

'00justifiably claim with pride that a significant proport1

of the available Malaysian OOelegal literature comes from
t orfaculty - either as a studenwho is associated with the

a member of the academic staff or one who is both.

knowledge more accessible to the masses. caOThe Faculty
, idrightly claim that it has by the above achievements la

apdthe basic groundwork for the development of local la~
h . t 1 k froIlltbeper aps more lmpor ant y, for an effective brea

colonial laws.

•
'$

In spite of these achievements however, the FacultY 1

now being criticised because allegedly some of
'Il

d t ' b 1gra ua es are not sufficiently conversant in Engl~S ,
, cs.1particular and are lacking in confidence and analyt1
blieskill in general. Employers in both corporate and pU

sector seem to gen~rally share this view.44

44 As part of its Curriculum Review the Faculty ba~s.~
, f 'le~seri.es ~ pan,eldiscussions with members of t~e 'ciS.1

prof essLon, Judges, senior officers of the Jud1 te
and legal service and legal advisors in the corpor:$'
sectors, in 1991. In these discussion our graduat of
lack, of proficiency in English, and their lad'
confldence werp often mentioned.
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Now where has the faculty gone wrong? Has it taken

its task of encouraging the use of Bahasa Malaysia too
seriously? Has its Bilingual policy failed? Have some of
our graduates been penalised in the job market because the
government's success in implementing the National Education
Policy is further bolstered by the success of the Faculty
in implementing the National Language Policy? Or is it
because a National Language Policy that was first
implemented in the early post-Merdeka years, is simply
unsuitable or at least insufficient now as the country
moves towards industrialisation and towards playing a more
mature and pivotal role in the regional if not
international arena?

It is submitted that each of the above are all
Contributory causes of the problem. When the Faculty first

implemented its Bilingual policy, its studen.tswere mainly

from the English stream. Hence a system whereby lectures

Were conducte~ in English and tutorials in Bahasa Malaysia
worked well because the students being generally proficient
in English were in fact learning the law in English. The
lectures which were conducted in Bahasa Malaysia and the
Bahasa Malaysia language classes (which the students who
Were al~~ady proficient in English had to attend) were seen
as opportunities for learning something extra. Some of



is just another subject. The situ~tion is

42

these students were so conversant in both languages th8.t

. . teSwhile lectures were delivered in Bahasa Malaysla the no
they reasoned, alIllost

Eng 1 ish .45 Al thOugb
were taken down in English because,

all the other materials were in

examination questions were (and still are) in

in the earlier years although the lectures were

In short
illgiven

languages, most preferred to answer in English.

which the students thought about law was English.

illthe language
Hence

Bahasa Malaysia, the language of the law,

the vast doors of legal knowledge were wide open to the~'

However things naturally changed when the
ofproductS

Hav illg
the National Education Policy entered the Faculty.

studied all the subjeGts (except English) in the thirteell

years of schooli~g in Bahasa Malaysia they came
l·S s.llFaculty with the myopic idea that Bahasa Malaysia

's11
adequate tool of learning in all subjects and that Engll

hOolSaggravated by the declining standard of English in SC
8,$

- regarded by many now with the benefit of handsight,
. oJ'l

one of the negative effects of the National Educatl
tJ,t EJ.

Policy. While the requirement of a credit in EngliSh

time when English was the medium of
...ost

l·n II'instruction

45 Koid SL, 'Legal Education in
Analysis' Unpublished Project
1987, pp 37-38.

.cs.1
Malaysia - A cri tl.v~j

of La~'Paper, Fac.
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schools was sufficient to ensure that undergraduates
entering the l~w Faculty were sufficiently competent in the
language, the requirement of a credit in English now is no
longer a sufficient guarantee of the students' ability in
the language for purposes of his studies at the Faculty of
Law. But to require a higher standard of English for entry
in.tothe law school at a time when the standard of English
in schools is declining is practically to close the doors
of the Faculty to many ot.he rwi se eligible students.

Given the above mentioned factors, the Faculty cannot
be wholly to blame for, its alleged failure to produce
graduates who are all trully bilingual. The Faculty is
however at present-taking various remedial measures within
its means to arrest the problem. These include a long term
programme to review its curriculum coupled with more
immediate measures like reviewing its English language
programmes and making students write regular short essays

in English.

It is however felt that the above measures may not be
adequate. This is because underlying all the problems
faced by the Faculty in implementing its Bilingual Policy
is the fact that the legal system of Malaysia and

Consequently the bulk of the law that is taught at the
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shown that
varioUs
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Faculty is based on the common law if it is not the common

law itself.

The experience of the Faculty of Law has

complemented with a willingness and a commitment

while the government has by the of

constitutional and statutory instruments been generallY
successful in changing the language of the courts to tb

e

National Language; the language of the law and the legal

system which is the English language, cannot be changed fof

as long as the common law remains in accordance

section 3 and 5 of the Civil Law Act 1956, . atethe ult~JIl

source of law in Malaysia. ofChanging merely the language
the court or the language in which the law is
will only adversely affect the education and

implementation of the National Language

• <.IeThe effect}.
t n tbePolicy ...

the members of· the legal profession.

'ot!
judicial legal field demands more than a mere translat}.

of all the laws, even if that is possible. It

tel'S'the very strong ties with the law of the co~onial mas
. at!

There must be a commitment to develop a truly MalaYs}.
46legal system. In the words of an eminent academic:-

46 Hickling RH, Malaysian
Publishers, 1987 p.34 Law, Professional
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The obstacle of the English law remains
formidable, as the long and ever increasing rows
of English law reports confirms. . While the
speedy retrieval of case law is now possible with
computerisation and new technology, the problem
for Malaysia remains, and can only be resolved by
a confrontation between English and Malaysian
common law and a change in the structure of the
legal profession itself.

A Malaysian judge was quoted to have said:-47

Language is not the problem. It is the common
law that poses the .problem, the medium [of
instruction] is immaterial. It is in using the
common law, that is legal precedents and
authorities that we will face difficulties. The
language of the law is not the spoken language.
It is that which is found in the reports. Using
a particular language in court is not
problem~tic. But we have to think of the law as
separate from the language of the courts in this
matter.
The common law has always been in English. As
long as we are stuck with the common law system,
we need English. Thi$ is because the language of
the law is English and has always been English.
If we remove that language we have to remove the
common law system, then we have to follow another
system.

That 'other system' that can replace the common law is

a truly Malaysian Legal System. But before such a system

can effectively replace the common law it must be a self

Contained legal system. It requires a long and perhaps

47 Voon Ah Kau, 'Bahasa Malaysia in the Malaysian Legal
System' Unpublished Project Paper, Fac. of Law, UM.
1982.



not only by producing home grown lawyers but alsO bY
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difficult gestation period. During this period, a.ll

efforts must be geared towards this direction.

The Faculty of Law has provided the impetus for tbiS

contributing towards the body of .Malaysian

literature. To quote RH Hickling again:~

[N]ow that an increasing number of Malaysian
laywers are educated in Malaysia, there is no
need to look to England for inspiration.
That inspiration is here within Malaysia in the
spirit of the people. In the end the law for
Malaysia must be purely Malaysian Law.

All branches of the government has a role to pla.Y·
. a.ll

The Executive must regard the evolution of a MalaYSJ.
• . . n ofLegal System as fhe ultimate goal of the implementatJ.o

lega.lthe National Language policy in ·the judicial and
service. uSipgThe time has come for politicians to stop
the National Language policy only for political
The judiciary must help in developing legal Bahasa
by writing creative judgements in the language.
research and writing ed'must be more aggressively prOJDot

a trulY'are carried out and whenOnly when all these

48 Ibid
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Malaysian Legal System is 'ready to see the world' can the
tangled umbil ical cords of S.3 and S.5 of the Civil Law
1956 be cut and an effective break be made from the common
law.49

Of late suggestions have been made that Section 3 and
5 of the Civil Law Act ought either to be replaced or
amended so as to provide for the application of the
common law of Malaysia as decided by the courts in
Malaysia, religious customs and practices of the
parties and the general principle of law. Ahmad
Ibrahim, 'Common Law in Malaysia', Kanun 1989 No.1,
Vol. 1, pp. 3-25.


